Evolution builds proteins with truly remarkable characteristics. They can fold spontaneously into compact and well-packed three-dimensional structures and display complex functional properties such as efficient catalysis of chemical reactions, specificity in molecular recognition, and allosteric communication. Somehow, these high-performance biochemical features also come with robustness to mutation at most sites and adaptability, the capacity for profound functional change through targeted variation of a few sites. Together, these properties make proteins evolvable, able to continuously maintain fitness at the organismal level as conditions of selection inevitably vary in the environment. An implication of these findings is that the design of natural proteins is at least partly defined by the statistical history of environments they have evolved in. The constant struggle for fitness encodes within proteins a capacity for functional innovation that is an engine for phenotypic diversity in evolving populations. In principle, this capacity might vastly exceed the spectrum of activities observed in extant proteins, suggesting an opportunity for designing proteins with new, desired activities.
This year, the Royal Swedish Academy of Sciences recognizes the transformative influence of evolution-inspired engineering of natural proteins by awarding the Nobel Prize in Chemistry to three pioneering scientists who first developed this idea: Frances Arnold, George P. Smith, and Sir Gregory P. Winter. Proteins designed through evolution-based engineering have already had an important impact in broad areas of human interest-healthcare (Thie et al., 2008) , industrial processes (Cherry and Fidantsef, 2003) , biofuels (Wilson, 2009) , and environmental remediation (Alcalde et al., 2006) -and recent advances in laboratory evolution (Packer and Liu, 2015) ensure that many more useful molecules are likely on the horizon.
What is the basic idea of evolutionbased protein design? The goal of engineering proteins with desired activities has captured the interest of many scientists over the decades, and broadly speaking, there have been two distinct approaches. The first might be called ''rational engineering,'' involving the use of physics-based energy functions that are based on modeling the forces between amino acids that stabilize protein structures and that sculpt the functional reactions coordinate(s). The idea is that if one can know these forces with sufficient accuracy, if one can understand how they contribute to protein phenotypes, and if one can predict the effect of amino acid substitutions, one can design energy landscapes to engineer proteins with desired properties. The trouble is that natural proteins fold into marginally stable structures with a favorable free energy separating the folded and unfolded states of just a few kilocalories per mole. Put in a more intuitive way, protein stability amounts to about three to four decent hydrogen bonds worth of net free energy spread in a complex way over all the observed interatomic interactions! This makes it so that many degenerate and hard-to-distinguish patterns of amino acid interactions might define protein conformations. Furthermore, the fundamental forces that bind atoms act with steep distance and geometry dependence, making the problem of computing the value of any particular interaction difficult. Thus, the physical chemical underpinnings of protein function are not trivial to compute, complicating protein engineering through rational methods. It is important to note that exciting advances have been made in developing quasi-empirical energy functions that improve on the performance of pure physics-based models. These have shown considerable success in enabling the rational engineering of well-folded, stable protein structures, with the design of biochemical activities a matter of ongoing study and refinement.
The winners of this year's Nobel Prize have taken a fundamentally different route to the problem of protein design. The approach is based on the simple conjecture that because natural proteins are the product of many trials of adaptation to fluctuating selection pressures over their evolutionary history, they are intrinsically evolvable toward new functions. Thus, it should be possible to start with an appropriate natural protein sequence, introduce variations, select for a desired new activity, and iterate until the process finds an acceptable solution. In essence, the idea is to just execute the basic algorithm that underlies evolution-variation and selection-in the laboratory. A key distinction from the rational design approach is that there is no need for a priori knowledge of the mechanistic basis for the desired functions; the only presumption is that they can be found through an iterative, algorithmic process of variation and selection. As George Smith nicely puts it in a review from some years ago, the idea is to think of ''. . . the applied chemist, not as designer of molecules with a particular purpose, but rather as custodian of a highly diverse population of chemicals, evolving in vitro as if they were organisms subject to natural selection'' (Smith and Petrenko, 1997) .
In the early 1990s, Frances Arnold at the California Institute of Technology carried out her first study of ''directed laboratory evolution,'' engineering the proteolytic enzyme subtilisin E toward a new, unnatural function through several rounds of random mutagenesis (Chen and Arnold, 1993) . The objective was to discover a subtilisin variant that can operate in high concentrations of dimethylformamide (DMF), a polar organic solvent in which the natural enzyme displays poor activity. Working together with her student, Arnold carried out iterative rounds of PCR-based random mutagenesis with in vitro selection, retaining the genotype with highest activity in each round. Remarkably, after just three rounds of laboratory evolution and the accumulation of only ten mutations, the research team was able to isolate a subtilisin variant with an activity in 60% DMF that essentially matched the activity of the natural enzyme in aqueous buffers. The acquired mutations that led to the new phenotype showed three interesting properties. First, they were functionally non-additive, such that their combined effect was less than the sum of the effect of individual mutations. This indicates that directed evolution can take advantage of coupled (or ''epistatic'') interactions between amino acids along the path to new functions. Second, they were localized in weakly conserved surface loops near the active site and substrate-binding site, suggesting that the concept that further directed evolution studies might be made more efficient by targeting variations at useful sites. Finally, the acquired mutations resulted in an enzyme with catalytic functions that are not present in the natural variant. Taken together, this study showed that natural proteins can indeed support the evolution of novel functions and can do so through even very short paths of mutational variation.
The successful engineering of subtilisin toward new function is particularly interesting given the minute fraction of sequence space searched through the process of directed evolution. For example, simple combinatorial mathematics argues that the space of all possible sequences that are ten mutations away from the natural enzyme is absurdly enormous and impossible to practically search. Furthermore, sequences that can natively fold are rare in sequence space, and those that can carry out a specific biochemical task are rarer still. In other words, sequence space is mostly filled with non-functional proteins. So, then what does it mean that directed evolution so easily finds enzymes with new functional activities through just a few steps of limited variation and selection? The implication is that the space of solutions might be rare overall, but it is unequally populated, with dense concentrations of functional sequences in the accessible mutational vicinity of the natural sequence. This finding recapitulates the ideas of John Maynard Smith, who, years before Arnold's work, described the concept of a ''connected'' protein sequence space to explain the plausibility of evolutionary processes (Smith, 1970) . The central treatise of Maynard Smith was that evolution through a path of single-site mutation works because all intermediates along the path of evolution form a contiguous network of functional (and therefore selectable) variants. Such a process provides a logical generative model for directed evolution; it operates by searching within a dense and functionally connected neighborhood that is a characteristic of natural proteins. These concepts emerged from Arnold's initial work on subtilisin, making it clear that directed evolution had enormous potential for engineering new biochemical activities. Indeed, in the past 2 decades, this potential has been realized in the outcomes of many hundreds of successful directed-evolution experiments by many investigators (Romero and Arnold, 2009) .
The second half of this year's Nobel Prize celebrates the development and practical application of another elegant and widely used approach for laboratory evolution known as phage display. The idea of phage display began with the seminal work in 1985 by George Smith at the University of Missouri, reporting the capacity to express peptides or protein domains in such a manner that they are exposed (or ''displayed'') on the external surface of M13 filamentous bacteriophages (Smith, 1985) . The M13 virion has a flexible rod-like structure composed of a major coat protein pVIII that makes up most of its body, a few minor coat proteins that occur at the tips of the rod (including pIII), and a single-stranded DNA genome encoded within. In the original report, Smith showed that a foreign peptide cloned from a restriction endonuclease could be displayed as a translational fusion with pIII without disrupting the phage life cycle and that the fusioncontaining phages could be efficiently enriched from a mixed population by affinity purification with an antibody that recognizes the displayed peptide. The original paper included prescient ideas for using phage-display technology for screening large libraries of randomized peptides, a concept that was realized in rapid succession by several groups, including Smith's (Devlin et al., 1990; Scott and Smith, 1990) .
Motivated by these studies, the group of Gregory Winter at the MRC Laboratory of Molecular Biology showed that it was possible to display a functional singlechain version of the variable regions of the heavy and light chains of an antibody (so-called scFv) as a fusion to pIII of filamentous phage (McCafferty et al., 1990) . Impressively, the displayed antibody bound specifically to its target antigen, and it was possible to achieve a million-fold enrichment of phage encoding the antibody with two rounds of affinity purification for binding its target antigen. This work was the start of a revolutionary approach for making highly specific monoclonal antibodies, using phage display to screen libraries of antibody variants and bypassing the expense and complications of immunizing animals. It also paved the way for displaying and selecting combinatorial libraries of human antibodies in phage with rounds of variation to promote functional diversity, a process with strong analogies to natural immunological evolution. Importantly, it facilitated the development of new pharmaceutical agents, with the first phagedisplay-based drug, adalimumab, now used for treatment of rheumatoid arthritis, inflammatory bowel disease, and psoriasis (Thie et al., 2008) .
These advances also set the stage for a generalized method for engineering protein function using phage display as the basis for iterative rounds of variation and selection. Just as in cell-based natural or directed laboratory evolution, the key principle of phage-based evolution is the tight coupling of genotype and phenotype-the phage carries with it the genetic information that encodes for the displayed protein variant that is under selection. In its simplest generic form, the process of protein engineering by phage display is to generate a library of protein variants as displayed fusions to one of the minor coat proteins, carry out selection in vitro for binding using affinity purification, amplify the selected phage pool by infection of bacterial host cells, introduce further mutagenesis to generate sequence diversity in the protein of interest, and repeat (Smith and Petrenko, 1997) . In addition to selection for binding, newer protocols have been developed for phage-display-based selections for catalytic activity and allosteric regulation.
More generally, a body of work too large to discuss here has contributed in important ways to improving the methods of directed evolution with new techniques for construction of mutational libraries and screens or selections for efficiently identifying functional proteins with desired activities (Packer and Liu, 2015) . One emerging approach that shows particular promise for advancing the original work of Arnold, Smith, and Winter is phage-assisted continuous evolution (PACE) (Esvelt et al., 2011) . This innovative method integrates all steps in the process of directed evolution (variation, selection, and amplification) into a single self-sustaining process requiring no manual intervention, and with good control over all the critical parameters: population size, mutation rate, and conditions of selection. This approach can dramatically increase the speed and depth of exploring sequence space by directed evolution and promises to contribute significantly to the next phase of engineering protein function.
In a sweeping summary of the principle of evolution, Charles Darwin concludes one chapter of On the Origin of Species with the concept that complex properties of living systems are ''consequences of one general law, leading to the advancement of all organic beings, namely, multiply, vary, let the strongest live and weakest die'' (Darwin, 1859) . The 2018 Nobel Prize in Chemistry is a celebration of three brilliant scientists who have drawn inspiration from this basic law of Nature and have delivered transformative tools and concepts. Their work should inspire the next generation of scientists to go beyond using evolution for engineering to more fundamentally understanding it as a design process for high-performance adaptive systems.
